Photochemical Reflectance Index (PRI) for Detecting Responses of Diurnal and Seasonal Photosynthetic Activity to Experimental Drought and Warming in a Mediterranean Shrubland
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Abstract: Climatic warming and drying are having profound impacts on terrestrial carbon cycling by altering plant physiological traits and photosynthetic processes, particularly for species in the semi-arid Mediterranean ecosystems. More effective methods of remote sensing are needed to accurately assess the physiological responses and seasonal photosynthetic activities of evergreen species to climate change. We evaluated the stand reflectance in parallel to the diurnal and seasonal changes in gas exchange, fluorescence and water contents of leaves and soil for a Mediterranean evergreen shrub, Erica multiflora, submitted to long-term experimental warming and drought. We also calculated a differential photochemical reflectance index (ΔPRI, morning PRI subtracted from midday PRI) to assess the diurnal responses of photosynthesis (ΔA) to warming and drought. The results indicated that the PRI, but not the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), was able to assess the seasonal changes of photosynthesis. Changes in water index (WI) were consistent with seasonal foliar water content (WC). In the warming treatment, ΔA value was higher than control in winter but ΔYield was significantly lower in both summer and autumn, demonstrating the positive effect of the warming on the photosynthesis in winter and the negative effect in summer and autumn, i.e., increased photosynthetic midday depression in summer and autumn, when temperatures were much higher than in winter. Drought treatment increased the midday depression of photosynthesis in summer. Importantly, ΔPRI was significantly correlated with ΔA both under warming and drought, indicating the applicability of ΔPRI for tracking the midday depression of photosynthetic processes. Using PRI and ΔPRI to monitor the variability in photosynthesis could provide a simple method to remotely sense photosynthetic seasonality and midday depression in response to ongoing and future environmental stresses.
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1. Introduction

Droughts have occurred frequently under global warming around the world [1,2], prominently disturbing terrestrial ecosystemic services and functioning, such as water cycles [3], terrestrial production [4,5], ecosystemic respiration [4], biodiversity [6] and plant survival and mortality [7,8]. Increases in climatic warming and drought projected by some global models [1,9] could profoundly affect Mediterranean ecosystems [10–13], regions highly susceptible to climate change due
to the interaction between heat and aridity. Higher temperatures in the coming decades [10,14,15] is expected to change community structure [16,17] and decrease photosynthesis [18,19] and plant growth [20–22] in Mediterranean ecosystems, and thus to affect carbon uptake by terrestrial vegetation and to alter regional carbon balances [4,23].

Plants respond to warmer and drier conditions mainly by downregulating photosynthesis due to stomatal limitation and lack of soil water [8,18,24–26] or to electron-transport limitation and Rubisco (ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase) deactivation [27,28]. Such decreases in photosynthesis are accompanied by decreases in the maximum photochemical efficiency of photosystem II (PSII, $F_{V}/F_{M}$) [29]. When the sinks of reducing power decrease and photosynthesis is downregulated, the increase in the dissipation of excess energy can be estimated by quantifying the de-epoxidation state of the xanthophyll-cycle pigments (violaxanthin, antheraxanthin and zeaxanthin) [29,30], in which violaxanthin is converted to zeaxanthin via the intermediate antheraxanthin, accompanied by a decrease in the pH of the thylakoid lumen [31,32]. The increase in zeaxanthin associated with reversible non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) [31] can thus be detected by the photochemical reflectance index (PRI; [33,34]) at an absorption band of 531 nm in the vegetation spectrum. PRI tracks the rapid physiological changes that are generally difficult to follow in evergreen species using indices of greenness and canopy structure, such as the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) [35–37].

PRI is a good indicator of the photosynthetic apparatus across functional types and spatiotemporal scales [35,38], and has detected the reactivation of photosynthesis from winter stress in evergreen species [39–41]. The effects of seasonal drought on the photosynthetic apparatus have also been detected by satellite-based PRI [42,43]. Maximum CO$_2$ assimilation has been efficiently estimated by PRI under severe drought conditions [44], and Rossini et al. [45] demonstrated that changes in PRI were correlated with water stress in maize. Photosynthetic variability induced by heat and drought is simultaneously accompanied by complex physiological and biochemical processes, which could constrain the PRI-based estimation of the photosynthetic apparatus. Carotenoid and chlorophyll pigments and structural changes to canopies have strong effects at the canopy level and seasonal scale [35,37,38,40,46]. Many studies have focused on improving PRI to decrease the influences of pigment-pool size and canopy structural change on the seasonal detection of photosynthesis using PRI [38]. Long-term studies of PRI at ecosystemic levels have increased during the last six years (e.g., [35,38]).

The use of PRI to assess the effects of warming and drought on photosynthetic activity, however, has received little attention. Filella et al. [47] reported that a low-canopy leaf area index (LAI) at the early stage of experimental warming and drought was associated with the ability of PRI to detect photosynthesis. Mänd et al. [48] detected the impact of experimental warming and drought on the photosynthetic apparatus based on the canopy PRI. Recently, a study by Zhang et al. [49] demonstrated that PRI was not only sensitive to progressive drought effects on photosynthetic activity but also tracked photosynthetic recovery after drought stress. Importantly, the differential PRI, ΔPRI, obtained by subtracting dark-state PRI from light-exposed PRI [50–52], or by subtracting predawn PRI from midday PRI [53], can eliminate the impacts of canopy structure and foliar pigments on interpretations of PRI. Additionally, the midday depression or downregulation of photosynthesis can affect the global carbon budget [54]. Gamon et al. [55] reported that PRI depression was associated with photosynthetic downregulation in evergreen trees. These studies led to our hypothesis that a ΔPRI obtained by subtracting morning PRI from midday PRI could be used to detect midday photosynthetic depression.

We examined the seasonality and diurnal responses of photosynthesis to long-term experimental warming and drought in an evergreen Mediterranean shrub. The optical signals of PRI and fluorescence were measured in parallel with the photosynthetic rates and water contents of leaves and soil. The primary purpose of this study was to determine the utility of canopy PRI and ΔPRI for assessing
seasonal and diurnal photosynthetic performance. We also assessed the influences of simulated climatic warming and drought on the photosynthetic activity in a long-term experimental system.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Site and Plant Species

The study was conducted in Garraf Natural Park on the central coast of Catalonia, Spain (41°18′N, 1°49′E; 210 m a.s.l.), on a south-facing hill (13° slope). The test species, Erica multiflora L., is a common evergreen, short-leaved, sclerophyllous and resprouting shrub that typically grows on calcareous soils in the western Mediterranean Basin. The vegetation coverage in Garraf is ca. 70% and is dominated by E. multiflora and Globularia alypum L., each ca. 1 m high, accompanied by other Mediterranean coastal shrubs (e.g., Dorycnium pentaphyllum L., Rosmarinus officinalis L., Ulmus parviflorus L. and Pistacia lentiscus L.). E. multiflora re-sprouts abundantly after disturbance removal of aboveground biomass from the temporary extensive stump or from external roots near the stump [56]. Dry conditions, however, can greatly decrease the productivity of E. multiflora [56].

2.2. Experimental Design and Field Sampling

Our experiment was part of an experimental system established in 1999 and consisted of nine 20-m² plots. Six of the plots were treatments representing climate change: three drought plots and three warming plots. The remaining three were untreated control plots. The drought treatment decreased the input of rainwater in spring and autumn using a transparent plastic covering the vegetation canopy operated automatically based on the rainfall (<0.3 mm) and wind (<10 m s⁻¹), decreasing the amount of soil water by 20% [18]. The warming treatment increased the nocturnal temperature by ca. 0.6 °C and decreased the loss of heat by 64% using a reflective aluminum curtain [18], depending on the season. The curtain was retracted automatically to avoid hydrological effects during rains. See Peñuelas et al. [57] for details of the experimental sites and treatments.

The study site has a typical Mediterranean climate characterized by a pronounced three-month summer drought, a wet spring and autumn and a cool winter. The annual precipitation in the study year was 510.2 mm, and the average monthly temperature was 15.8 °C.

Two randomly chosen E. multiflora plants in each plot were concurrently monitored for gas exchange, parameters of chlorophyll fluorescence and optical signals. Measurements were obtained on 12–14 February, 1–3 May, 23–25 July and 29 October–1 November 2014, i.e., three plots per day and one sampling for each season. Measurements were conducted on sunny days in the morning (8:00–10:30, solar time) and at midday (11:30–14:30, solar time) at the top of the canopy in the same plants that were selected in the morning. The start times were chosen based on the changes in solar irradiance during the year. Soil water content and temperature were also measured in the morning and at midday. Foliar water content was obtained by sampling branches at the top canopy of E. multiflora that were healthy and fully exposed to light in the morning.

2.3. Environmental and Gas-Exchange Monitoring

The air temperature and precipitation were continuously monitored at an automatic meteorological station installed at the study site in 1998. The CO₂ assimilation rate (A) and stomatal conductance (gs) were measured using a Li-Cor LI-6400XT Portable Photosynthesis System equipped with a LI-6400-40 Leaf Chamber Fluorometer (Li-Cor, Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) at 25 °C and a light intensity of 1000 µmol m⁻² s⁻¹. Three measurements were recorded for each plant to reduce measurement error. Total leaf area for each branch was obtained from small leaves pasted together and was then estimated from a photograph of all leaves using ImageJ 1.46r (NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA). The diurnal change of photosynthesis (∆A) was expressed as morning A subtracted from midday A.
2.4. Soil Water Content and Temperature

Soil water content was measured using an HH2 moisture meter with an ML2x soil-moisture sensor (Delta-T Devices Ltd., Cambridge, UK). The measurements were obtained by inserting the sensor’s stainless-steel cylindrical rods into the soil to a depth of 10 cm at three randomly selected locations within each plot. Soil temperature was also measured at 10 cm using a digital soil thermometer (TO 15, Jules Richard instruments, Argenteuil, France) [58].

2.5. Foliar Water Content

Five branches were sampled as replicates to analyze foliar water content (WC) and retained freshness in each plot using a portable crisper. The fresh weight (FW) of the leaves was determined immediately after transport to the laboratory. The leaves were then dried in an oven at 70 °C for two days to a constant weight (dry weight, DW). WC was then calculated as:

\[
WC = \frac{FW - DW}{FW} \tag{1}
\]

2.6. Chlorophyll Fluorescence

The maximum photochemical efficiency of PSII (FV/FM) was estimated based on measurements of minimum (F0) and maximum (FM) fluorescence by a portable miniaturized pulse-amplitude-modulated photosynthesis yield analyser (MINI-PAM, Walz, Effeltrich, Germany) with a leaf-clip holder. The leaves were dark-adapted for at least 30 min with the leaf clips.

The actual photochemical efficiency of PSII (Yield) was estimated based on the measured fluorescence parameters as:

\[
Yield = \frac{F_{M}' - F_S}{F_{M}'} \tag{2}
\]

where F_S and F_M’ are the steady-state yield of fluorescence and the maximum fluorescence yield, respectively, during full closure of the PSII center obtained by a LI-6400-40 Leaf Chamber Fluorometer (Li-Cor, Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) in fully exposed leaves that received the maximum amount of light corresponding to that moment of the day. This measurement was conducted synchronously with gas exchange at the same environmental conditions.

The diurnal change of Yield (ΔYield) was calculated by subtracting morning Yield from midday Yield.

2.7. Canopy Reflectance

Ground-based canopy spectra were measured in situ using a portable field spectroradiometer (GER1500, Geophysical & Environmental Research, Spectra Vista Corp., Poughkeepsie, NY, USA). The instrument measures spectral reflectance between 268 and 1095 nm with a sampling interval from 1.5 to 2.1 nm and a 25° field of view. The reflectance was calculated after standardization by canopy irradiance using a reference spectral panel (Spectralon, Labsphere, North Sutton, NH, USA) serving as a Lambertian reflector. All spectral measurements were from a nadir view angle approximately 0.5 m above the canopy. The area measured was thus a circle with a diameter of ca. 0.58 m on the top of the canopy. Three scans were quickly recorded (around one second per record) with the integration time of 5 ms in different positions of the top canopy for each plant as replicates after measuring the white standard spectrum. Five eco-physiological indices were calculated from the reflectance data (Table 1).
2.8. Statistical Analysis

The seasonal variations of gas exchange, $F_{V}/F_{M}$, Yield and the vegetation indices were determined using one mean per stand. One mean per plot was used for soil water content and temperature and for foliar WC. We used repeated-measures analyses of variance to detect the seasonal changes of all variables and to determine the impacts of the treatments and the water status of both leaves and soil on photosynthetic seasonality. The responses of the vegetation indices to photosynthetic seasonality and the applicability of WI for assessing WC were analyzed using standardized major-axis regression to identify correlations between the variables. We compared the fitted bivariate slopes between treatments using 95% confidence intervals and the smart R package. All analyses were conducted with R version 3.2.2 (R Core Development Team, 2015).

3. Results

3.1. Climate and Soil and Foliar Water Statuses

The seasonal mean temperatures in 2014 (Figure 1) ranged between 9.7 °C in winter and 22.4 °C in summer. The summer was wet, with a total precipitation of 161.7 mm, considerably higher than in winter (66.2 mm) and spring (79.6 mm). The year 2014 was a dry spring, wet summer year, and the seasonal variations of gas exchange, $F_{V}/F_{M}$, Yield and the vegetation indices were determined using one mean per stand. One mean per plot was used for soil water content and temperature and for foliar WC. We used repeated-measures analyses of variance to detect the seasonal changes of all variables and to determine the impacts of the treatments and the water status of both leaves and soil on photosynthetic seasonality. The responses of the vegetation indices to photosynthetic seasonality and the applicability of WI for assessing WC were analyzed using standardized major-axis regression to identify correlations between the variables. We compared the fitted bivariate slopes between treatments using 95% confidence intervals and the smart R package. All analyses were conducted with R version 3.2.2 (R Core Development Team, 2015).

3. Results

3.1. Climate and Soil and Foliar Water Statuses

The seasonal mean temperatures in 2014 (Figure 1) ranged between 9.7 °C in winter and 22.4 °C in summer. The summer was wet, with a total precipitation of 161.7 mm, considerably higher than in winter (66.2 mm) and spring (79.6 mm). The year 2014 was a dry spring, wet summer year, and the summer sampling date made summer results somewhat irrelevant, as they were taken only a few days after some strong rains. Soil water content and temperature clearly varied seasonally. Soil water content and temperature were 9.7 °C in winter and 22.4 °C (summer) and 13.5 °C (autumn).

![Figure 1](image-url). Daily mean temperature and daily total precipitation in Garraf Natural Park in 2014. Total precipitation was 66.2 mm in winter (January–March), 79.6 mm in spring (April–June), 161.7 mm in summer (July–September) and 202.3 mm in autumn (October–December). Seasonal mean temperatures were 9.7 °C (winter), 17.5 °C (spring), 22.4 °C (summer) and 13.5 °C (autumn).
Figure 2. Seasonal variation of soil water content (SWC) (a) and temperature (b) in Garraf Natural Park in 2014. Error bars are standard errors of the mean (n = 9 for the drought and warming treatments, and n = 18 for the control treatment). The significances of the repeated-measures ANOVAs are depicted.

Figure 3. Seasonal variation of foliar water content (WC) for Erica multiflora in 2014. Error bars are standard errors of the mean (n = 6 for the drought and warming treatments, and n = 12 for the control treatment). The significances of overall repeated-measures ANOVAs are depicted.
3.2. Seasonal Patterns of Gas Exchange, Fluorescence and Vegetation Indices

The rate of CO$_2$ assimilation ($A$) (Figure 4a) was significantly lower in winter (around 2 $\mu$mol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$) than autumn (around 8 $\mu$mol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$) for both the morning and midday measurements. Morning $A$ was significantly lower in the warming than the other treatments in spring ($p < 0.05$). Midday photosynthesis was significantly lower in the drought than the control treatment throughout the year (drought < control, $p = 0.03$), particularly in autumn ($p < 0.05$). Morning stomatal conductance ($g_S$) (Figure 4b) was slightly lower in summer than spring. Midday $g_S$ was significantly lower in both the drought and warming treatments, particularly in summer ($p < 0.05$ for both).

$FV/FM$ (Figure 5a) increased throughout the year in the morning and at midday, in parallel with the seasonal patterns in $A$ (Figure 4a). Morning $FV/FM$ was significantly lower in the drought treatment, particularly in winter ($p < 0.01$). Yield (Figure 5b) had similar seasonal patterns as $FV/FM$, but was slightly lower in autumn than summer in the morning. Midday Yield was significantly lower in the drought and warming treatments, particularly in spring and autumn.

![Figure 4. Seasonal variation of CO$_2$ assimilation rate ($A$) (a) and stomatal conductance ($g_S$) (b) for Erica multiflora in 2014. Error bars are standard errors of the mean (n = 6 for the drought and warming treatments, and n = 12 for the control treatment). The significances of overall repeated-measures ANOVAs are depicted. * $p < 0.05$ between treatments for each seasonal measurement.]()
Figure 5. Seasonal variation of foliar maximum (FV/FM) (a) and actual (Yield) (b) photochemical efficiency for *Erica multiflora* in 2014. Error bars are standard errors of the mean (n = 6 for the drought and warming treatments, and n = 12 for the control treatment). The significances of overall repeated-measures ANOVAs are depicted. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01 between treatments for each seasonal measurement.

The seasonality of PRI (Figure 6a) was similar to that of A and FV/FM. PRI was significantly lower in the warming treatment both in the morning and at midday, particularly in the morning in winter (p < 0.05) and at midday in summer (p < 0.01). NDVI (Figure 6b) was lowest in spring and similar in winter and summer but did not differ significantly between the treatments, both in the morning and at midday. Interestingly, morning WI (Figure 7) varied similarly to WC (Figure 3) throughout the year. Midday WI, however, was significantly lower in the drought and warming treatments, particularly in summer (p < 0.01 for both) and autumn (p < 0.01 for the warming treatment). NDCI (higher values indicate higher chlorophyll contents) (Figure S1a) was stable from winter to summer but increased rapidly in autumn. NDCI was lower in the warming and drought treatments both in the morning and at midday. SIPI (an estimator of the carotenoids/chlorophyll relationship; higher values indicate higher carotenoid/chlorophyll ratios) (Figure S1b) increased from winter to spring and then decreased to minimum values in autumn.
Figure 6. Seasonal variation of the photochemical reflectance index (PRI) (a) and normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) (b) for Erica multiflora in 2014. Error bars are standard errors of the mean (n = 6 for the drought and warming treatments, and n = 12 for the control treatment). The significances of overall repeated-measures ANOVAs are depicted. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01 between treatments for each seasonal measurement.

Figure 7. Seasonal variation of the water index (WI) for Erica multiflora in 2014. Error bars are standard errors of the mean (n = 6 for the drought and warming treatments, and n = 12 for the control treatment). The significances of overall repeated-measures ANOVAs are depicted. ** p < 0.01 between treatments for each seasonal measurement.
3.3. Relationships of A with PRI, WC, Fluorescence and the Other Vegetation Indices

PRI and $A$ were significantly correlated in the treatments and over time (Figure 8a). NDVI only poorly tracked the photosynthetic changes (Figure 8b). The indicators of foliar water status, WC (Figure S2a), however, was not correlated with the seasonality of photosynthesis. WI (Figure S2b) was only weakly correlated with $A$. $F_v/F_M$ and Yield had significant relationships with $A$ (Figure S3) but more weakly than PRI. NDCI also tracked photosynthetic seasonality less well than PRI, with an $R^2$ range of 0.47–0.94 in the treatments (Figure S4a). SIPI was only weakly correlated with $A$ (Figure S4b), unlike PRI and NDCI.

![Figure 8](image-url)

**Figure 8.** Relationships of CO$_2$ assimilation rate ($A$) with the photochemical reflectance index (PRI) (a) and normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) (b) for *Erica multiflora* in 2014. The black lines represent the linear relationships over all three treatments. n.s. $p > 0.1$, + $p < 0.1$, * $p < 0.05$, ** $p < 0.01$ and *** $p < 0.001$ between variables. C, D and W indicate the control, drought and warming treatments, respectively.

3.4. Relationships between WC and WI

WI accounted for 64% of the variance of WC in the morning, 21% lower than at midday (Figure 9). All the correlations between WI and WC were not significant for treatments with a range of $R^2$ between 0.49 and 0.74.
was strongly correlated with NDCI (Figure S5a, $R^2$ of 0.87–0.99 in the morning and at midday) in control and drought treatments, but weakly with Yield (Figure 10b). Interestingly, PRI varied diurnally similarly with PSII, particularly in the warming treatment (Figure 11).

3.5. Relationships of PRI with the Fluorescence Parameters and Indices of Vegetation Pigments

PRI was significantly correlated with $F_{V}/F_{M}$ (Figure 10a, $R^2$ of 0.94–0.99 in the morning and at midday) in control and drought treatments, but weakly with Yield (Figure 10b). Interestingly, PRI was strongly correlated with NDCI (Figure S5a, $R^2 > 0.78$), particularly in the drought and warming treatment ($R^2$ was between 0.87 and 0.99). The correlation between PRI and SIPI was also high, with a clearly better relationships at midday (Figure S5b).

Figure 9. Relationships between water content (WC) and the water index (WI) for Erica multiflora in 2014. The black lines represent the linear relationships over all three treatments. n.s. $p > 0.1$, ** $p < 0.01$ and *** $p < 0.001$ between variables. C, D and W indicate the control, drought and warming treatments, respectively.

Figure 10. Relationships of maximum ($F_{V}/F_{M}$) (a) and actual (Yield) (b) photochemical efficiency of PSII with the photochemical reflectance index (PRI) for Erica multiflora in 2014. The black lines represent the linear relationships over all three treatments. n.s. $p > 0.1$, * $p < 0.05$, ** $p < 0.01$ and *** $p < 0.001$ between variables. C, D and W indicate the control, drought and warming treatments, respectively.
3.6. Responses of \( \Delta PRI \) to \( \Delta A \) and \( \Delta Yield \)

PRI varied diurnally similarly with \( A \) and \( Yield \) in all treatments throughout the year, particularly in the warming treatment (Figure 11). \( \Delta A \), \( \Delta Yield \) and \( \Delta PRI \) varied from high winter values (near or > 0) to low summer values (<0) and then slightly increased in autumn (Figure 11). These changes indicated that photosynthesis and PRI were mostly lowest at midday in summer. \( \Delta Yield \) (Figure 11b) was significantly higher (\( p < 0.05 \)) in the control than in the drought and warming treatments that had low negative values from spring to autumn, i.e., midday Yield was much lower in the drought and warming treatments. \( \Delta A \) and \( \Delta Yield \) were strongly correlated with \( \Delta PRI \) (Figure 12, >50% of the variability was explained by \( \Delta PRI \) for all treatments combined), particularly for the drought (\( R^2 = 0.82 \) and \( p < 0.1 \) for \( \Delta A \), \( R^2 = 0.95 \) and \( p < 0.05 \) for \( \Delta Yield \)) and warming (\( R^2 = 0.98 \) and \( p < 0.05 \) for both) treatments. The slopes of these relationships were not different among treatments except the slope between \( \Delta Yield \) and \( \Delta PRI \) that was lower in the drought than in the warming treatment.

![Figure 11](image-url)

**Figure 11.** Seasonal variation of differential CO\(_2\) assimilation rate (\( \Delta A \)) (a), actual photochemical efficiency of PSII (\( \Delta Yield \)) (b) and photochemical reflectance index (\( \Delta PRI \)) (c) between midday and early morning measurements for *Erica multiflora* in 2014. Error bars are standard errors of the mean (n = 6 for the drought and warming treatments, and n=12 for the control treatment). The significances of overall repeated-measures ANOVAs are depicted. + \( p < 0.1 \), * \( p < 0.05 \), ** \( p < 0.01 \) between treatments for each seasonal measurement.
Figure 12. Relationships of differential CO$_2$ assimilation rate ($\Delta A$) (a) and actual photochemical efficiency of PSII ($\Delta$Yield) between midday and early morning measurements (b) with the differential photochemical reflectance index ($\Delta$PRI) (c) for Erica multiflora in 2014. The black lines represent the linear relationships over all three treatments. n.s. $p > 0.1$, $+$ $p < 0.1$, * $p < 0.05$ and ** $p < 0.01$ between variables. C, D and W indicate the control, drought and warming treatments, respectively.

4. Discussion

Our results showed that PRI, but not NDVI, efficiently tracked the photosynthetic seasonality of mature evergreen plants under experimental warming and drought conditions. PRI also tracked photosynthetic activity better than NDCI and SIPI. WI was a good indicator of the seasonal variability of foliar WC in this drought-tolerant evergreen shrub. Importantly, $\Delta$PRI detected the midday depression in photosynthesis in response to warming and drought conditions, which are generally accompanied by multiple physiological processes (e.g., lower midday $g_S$ in this study) and are not readily detectable.

4.1. PRI Assessment of Seasonal Photosynthesis under Long-Term Drought and Warming Conditions

The study site, a typical Mediterranean region, has been generally characterized by low precipitation and high temperatures in previous summers [2] and in future climatic projections [10]. The summer was wetter and the spring was drier in 2014 than in previous years due to a higher summer precipitation (82.1 mm more than in spring) (Figure 1) and a considerably lower spring soil water content (Figure 2a; [18,30]). During summer sampling dates, the measurements were conducted...
after several days of rain (Figure 1), so that photosynthetic performance was not representative of common Mediterranean summers. The drier spring in our study year (Figure 1) also lead to lower values in CO₂ assimilation rate, $F_v/F_M$ and Yield compared with summer and autumn (Figure 4a). Thus, $A$ consequently increased seasonally from winter to autumn, and $F_v/F_M$ increased from spring to summer, in contrast to the significant decrease in previous studies [28,56]. These seasonal increases in $A$ and $F_v/F_M$ were efficiently tracked by PRI, with strong correlations in all treatments (Figure 8a), which were stronger than in previous years in this experimental system [47].

$A$, $g_S$ and Yield at midday, and $F_v/F_M$ in the morning were significantly lower in the drought treatment than control in some seasons (winter $F_v/F_M$, autumn $A$ and summer $g_S$; $p < 0.05$; Figures 4 and 5a), likely due to the effect of water stress. $g_S$ and Yield at midday were also lower in the warming treatment than under control conditions ($p \leq 0.01$; Figures 4b and 5b). It has been reported that drought and warming can advance the spring growing season, affect reproductive performance and decrease plant productivity of *E. multiflora* [63,64]. The drier and warmer conditions projected for the future could affect diversity, decrease biomass and increase mortality in Mediterranean ecosystems [11,18,21,65]. Additionally, warmer conditions generally imply that plants need more water due to higher transpiration. The interactive effects of warmer and drier conditions could also have an important effect on plant photosynthetic dynamics and growth in Mediterranean ecosystems. In our study site, the treatment combined warming and drought and should be focused in future studies, since the cross occurrence of warming and drought has been observed under climate change conditions [1,2,5,9].

PRI provided a simple method to non-destructively assess such long-term effects for drought-tolerant plants. NDVI, however, was only weakly correlated with $A$ (Figure 8b), in contrast to a higher correlation of previous study [47]. NDCI was also strongly seasonally correlated with $A$ (Figure S4a), and SIPI was weakly and negatively correlated with $A$ (Figure S4b), but neither was as strongly correlated as PRI. PRI was not only sensitive to long-term carotenoid/chlorophyll changes, but also to short-term xanthophyll pigment conversion [46,50,66]. The strong correlations of PRI with NDCI and SIPI (Figure S5) supported the importance of pigments in using PRI to monitor the photosynthetic apparatus at seasonal timescales [46], because NDCI is an index of chlorophyll changes [51,61] and SIPI is associated with carotenoid and chlorophyll ratios [62]. PRI and NDCI were much lower in the warming than the control treatment, further demonstrating the regulation of de-epoxidation state of the xanthophyll cycle in plants confronted by heat stress, which affected the changes of the photosynthetic pigments. Our results also indicated that these indices were sensitive to decreases in foliar gas exchange and photochemical efficiency induced by warming.

Seasonal changes of the pools of carotenoid pigments, including xanthophyll pigments but also lutein, neoxanthin and β-carotene, play an important role in preventing photosynthetic inhibition and downregulation [41,67,68]. A previous study at our site found large seasonal changes of carotenoids in *E. multiflora* [30]. Our study did not find pigment changes, but the strong interactions of the indices associated with pigments (PRI, NDCI and SIPI) and photosynthesis indirectly illustrate the role of the pigments in the seasonality of photosynthetic regulation.

Variations in canopy structure, such as shadows and plant architecture, generally also have large effects on the seasonality of PRI. Filella et al. [47] proposed that PRI could be a better indicator of photosynthetic activity than NDVI, under increased vegetation coverage or LAI during the early successional stages of the *E. multiflora* canopy. Our study supports this proposition, where NDVI was shown to reach near saturation values (Figure 6b), while PRI continued to increase synchronously with CO₂ assimilation rate (Figures 4a and 6a). Additionally, NDVI was insensitive to disturbances in plant functionality following drought or warming. Many reports have demonstrated that NDVI is readily saturated in dense canopies and/or at high LAs, which could lead to poor or failed assessments of photosynthetic activity and plant biomass [36,37,48].

PRI has also been used to track variability in $A$ in mature olive trees in response to seasonal water stress [69]. The prolonged summer-drought limited light-use efficiency (LUE) which was assessed by
satellite-based PRI [70]. Our study confirmed the ability of PRI to detect the effects of seasonal water deficits on photosynthesis and demonstrated the potential of PRI to assess the impacts of climatic warming on plant photosynthesis.

4.2. WI Tracked the Seasonal Changes of Foliar WC

Water availability plays a key role in photosynthetic regulation in E. multiflora [28]. Many reports have demonstrated that WI can be a non-destructive proxy of plant water content for identifying water stress and predicting crop yield [60,71–73]. Our results also showed that the WI clearly detected changes in WC. However, neither WC nor WI were highly correlated with CO₂ assimilation rate (Figure S2a,b). This decoupling of foliar water status and photosynthesis in E. multiflora was probably caused by the large role played by soil water availability in photosynthetic adjustment in Mediterranean ecosystems, which generally encounter drought stress [18,24,26]. In our study, A and gs values in summer were higher than in spring and winter (Figure 4) but SWC values were apparently lower than in all the other seasons (Figure 2a). Such results indicate that summer wetness had no effects on SWC at 10 cm depth in our study site, although our summer measurements were conducted after strong rains only few days before sampling. Our measurement of SWC at 10 cm thus had limitations to explain the physiological and photosynthetic changes in our study site. The measurement of SWC at different depths appears necessary to avoid such limitations.

4.3. PRI Assessment of Midday Depressions of Photosynthesis under Long-Term Drought and Warming

The low negative values of foliar ∆A and ∆Yield in summer at the diurnal scale (Figure 11a, b) identified the midday depression of photosynthesis, which has been previously reported for the same site by [56]. The higher winter ∆A and ∆Yield in the warming than the control treatment indicated that warming was beneficial to winter photosynthetic activity. In contrast, the lower negative ∆Yield in summer and autumn in the warming than the control treatment demonstrated that warming increased midday depression of Yield in these two seasons. The drought treatment, however, increased spring and summer midday depression of photosynthesis, marginally decreased Yield in spring, and had no effect on winter and autumn photosynthetic depression. These results demonstrate that plant photosynthesis in the summer season was sensitive to warming and drought, and indicate that possible future climate change might enhance photosynthetic midday depression. Interestingly, the patterns of ΔPRI with midday depression of photosynthesis were similar in the warming and drought treatments. These results, together with the strong correlations of ΔPRI with ∆A and ∆Yield shown in Figure 12, illustrate that ΔPRI is highly sensitive to midday photoinhibition under experimental warming and that it can be used as an indicator of reduced carbon assimilation.

The midday depression of photosynthesis in Mediterranean summers can be caused to a large extent by the excessive noon irradiance and high temperature [74], which can profoundly influence diurnal PRI patterns and decrease midday PRIs [55]. Short-term changes of PRI have been associated with rapid conversion of xanthophyll pigments that protect the photosystem from photoinhibition at high midday irradiances [34,55] and downregulate PSII photochemical efficiency (Figure 11b; [74]). The regulation of photosynthetic midday depression aids plant survival when environmental conditions are unfavorable but decreases LUE and plant productivity [55]. Models have demonstrated that photosynthetic downregulation reduces carbon uptake and affects the carbon budget [54]. Our study introduces a simple method to detect the photosynthetic midday depression. Gamon and Bond [55] reported that PRI was sensitive to illumination and photosynthetic downregulation in a short-term study, which supports the potential utility of ΔPRI for monitoring the seasonal midday depression of photosynthesis in the present study.

The midday depression of photochemical activity in summer was also due to the significantly lower Δgs in warming and drought treatments than in control ($p < 0.05$). Lower gs in E. multiflora generally co-occur with lower transpiration rates and higher vapor-pressure deficits [18,56]. Lower gs
can also decrease midday transpiration rates and prevent or control the decrease in foliar water potential [25,75], eliciting lower midday rates of carbon assimilation.

He et al. [76] recently demonstrated that MODIS-based PRI was sensitive to LUE constrained by water stress due to low soil water content. Magney et al. [53] also reported that ΔPRI was more sensitive to water and nutrient limitation but less sensitive to LAI and chlorophyll content throughout the wheat growing season, which enabled ΔPRI to deconvolve the diurnal component from seasonal changes. Together with these previous reports, our study further supported the ability of ΔPRI to detect the responses of photosynthetic midday depression to environmental stresses.

5. Conclusions and Final Remarks

In our study, we used PRI to detect the seasonality of photosynthesis in *E. multiflora* under long-term drought and warming conditions. WI also provided a simple method for non-destructively detecting changes in plant water content in this drought-tolerant shrub. Our study also indicated that warming was beneficial to winter photosynthetic activity, and that warming and drought increased summer midday depression of photosynthesis for semi-arid Mediterranean evergreen shrub. ΔPRI provided a simple method for detecting this midday depression or downregulation of photosynthesis response to climate change.

It should be noted that we measured photosynthesis under constant light conditions that can represent LUE at a given light intensity. Further study should test the utility of PRI and ΔPRI as indicators of plant photosynthetic dynamics and midday depression under natural illumination in evergreen shrubs and other functional types. Importantly, assessments of PRI should be adjusted based on the effects of canopy structure, pigments, view angle and irradiance etc. [52,53,70,77,78], to facilitate its applicability in interpreting photosynthetic activity and in the large-scale monitoring of carbon uptake. Increasingly used unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) with various optical sensors provide an exciting opportunity to monitor multiple optical signals (e.g., PRI and WI) with high spatiotemporal resolution [79]. MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) aboard the Terra and Aqua satellites provides the possibility of retrieving PRI or CCI (chlorophyll/carotenoid index, [41]) both in the morning and at midday, which can be further applied to test the diurnal changes of PRI or CCI and the utility of assessing carbon budget under ongoing and future climate change at larger spatial and longer temporal scales. GOME-2 (Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment-2) spectrometer, aboard the Metop satellite with a high spectral (0.2–0.4 nm in ultraviolet and visible spectrum) and temporal resolution (enables scanning the earth surface within 1.5 day), also provides the possibility of calculation of PRI to detect changes in carbon uptake at high spatiotemporal scales.

Our ground-based study could provide basic information for validating the airborne or satellite-based inferences of photosynthesis using PRI in response to environmental stresses and the ongoing changes to climate, particularly, in regions dominated by evergreen species where photosynthetic capacity is mainly constrained by stomatal adjustment and water availability, both in soil and leaves, due to the effects of summer drought and low precipitation, such as our study site. Remotely sensing pigment activity to assess the seasonality of photosynthesis is a basic but vital step toward the ultimate assessment of the global carbon budget.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/9/11/1189/s1.

Figure S1. Seasonal variation of the normalized difference chlorophyll index (NDCI) (a) and the structure-independent pigment index (SIPI) (b) for *Erica multiflora* in 2014. Figure S2. Relationships of CO₂ assimilation rate (A) with water content (WC) (a) and the water index (WI) (b) for *Erica multiflora* in 2014. Figure S3. Relationships of CO₂ assimilation rate (A) with maximum (Fv/FM) (a) and actual (Yield) (b) photochemical efficiency of PSII for *Erica multiflora* in 2014. Figure S4. Relationships of CO₂ assimilation rate (A) with the normalized difference chlorophyll index (NDCI) (a) and the structure-independent pigment index (SIPI) (b) for *Erica multiflora* in 2014. Figure S5. Relationships of the normalized difference chlorophyll index (NDCI) (a) and the structure-independent pigment index (SIPI) (b) with the photochemical reflectance index (PRI) for *Erica multiflora* in 2014.
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